An Evidence-Based Approach to Conducting Systematic Reviews on CKD.
With the growing need to integrate best evidence to inform clinical care, systematic reviews have continued to flourish. Although this type of review is integral to the synthesis of evidence-based information, systematic reviews are often conducted omitting well-established processes that ensure the validity and replicability of the study; elements of which are integral based on standards developed by the Cochrane Collaboration and the National Academy of Medicine. This review article will share best practices associated with conducting systematic reviews on the topic of CKD using an 8-step process and an evidence-based approach to retrieving and abstracting data. Optimal methods for conducting systematic review searching will be described, including development of appropriate search strategies and utilization of varied resources including databases, grey literature, primary journals, and handsearching. Processes and tools to improve research teams' coordination and efficiency, including integration of systematic review protocols and sophisticated software to streamline data management, will be investigated. In addition to recommended strategies for surveying and synthesizing CKD literature, techniques for maneuvering the complex field of Nephrology will also be explored.